
BWSC SELLS ITS BOILER SUPPLY 
BUSINESS TO  THE URUGUAY-
BASED COMPANY BERKES

BWSC has reached an agreement with 
the Uruguay-based company BERKES 
for the acquisition of its Boiler Supply 
business. The Boiler Supply business is 
an international engineering business 
developing, designing, constructing and 
commissioning high efficiency advanced 
utility and biomass steam boilers to the 
energy industry.

Based on 30+ years of experience 
in biomass, the boilers represent the 
best-available-technology in the market 
through proprietary designs, which 

include own boiler, grate and fuel feeding 
technology as well as deep knowledge 
of flue-gas technology. The Boiler 
Supply business has a particular strong 
track-record and solution offering for 
utility companies, independent power 
producers (IPP) and industrial customers. 
The organisation comprises highly 
dedicated and skilled engineers based in 
Copenhagen, Denmark and Noida, New 
Delhi, India. 
 
Burmeister & Wain Scandinavian 
Contractor A/S (BWSC)  has industrial 
roots back as far as 1843 and is 
effectively the world’s oldest steam boiler 
manufacturer.  Based in Allerød, BWSC 
is today a global power plant Operation 

& Maintenance and technical service 
provider with engineering expertise, 
enabling power plant owners to deliver 
cleaner and affordable energy. BWSC is 
owned by Mitsui E&S, has revenue (2020) 
of DKK 1.8bn and 767 employees. 
 
Established in 1939 and headquartered 
in Uruguay, BERKES has grown into an 
acknowledged boiler manufacturer and 
have for some time pursued a strategy 
of playing a more active role in the 
European market. 

Deal team 
Oaklins was engaged by BWSC as 
the exclusive financial advisor in this 
transaction.

“We believe that BERKES will be the right owner for the boiler supply business, as they see the 
strategic advantages in the technology and have ambitions in this field. We therefore trust and 

foresee, that our good colleagues in the boiler supply unit will find themselves in good hands when 
they in January 2022 are transferred to BERKES as part of this agreement.”

NIKOLAJ HOLMER NISSEN, CEO – BWSC
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“We are very pleased with 
Oaklins’ support throughout the 
sales process. Oaklins has from 
day one demonstrated a solid 

understanding of our industry, 
and the collaboration has been 
seamless. With Oaklins’ help, 
we are confident that we have 
found the best possible future 

owner for CIM.”

MICHEL SEIDELIN,  
CEO

 – CIM INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

Deep local roots, global commitment
Our extensive record of both domestic and cross-border M&A deals in the mid-market stretches over many critical 
industries. Whether you want to acquire or sell a business, our collaborative approach can help bridge your ambitions 
with world-class opportunities.


